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Let , be an analytic map of the disk into itself (that fixes the origin). Then, it
is well known that , induces a bounded composition operator C, on the Hardy
space H 2(D). Also, by a classical result of K#nigs there is an analytic map _ such
that _ b ,=*_ (*=,$(0){0), which is one-to-one when , is one-to-one. Recently,
P. Bourdon and J. Shapiro found a lower bound for the essential spectral radius of
C, in terms of * and h(_)=sup[ p>0: _ # H p(D)], and asked for an exact formula.
In the following, we assume that , is one-to-one. We determine the Hardy class of
_ in terms of the image set G=_(D), and then show that Bourdon and Shapiro’s
lower bound is also an upper bound, hence answering their question in the case of
univalent symbols. Moreover, in an earlier paper, Shapiro, Smith, and Stegenga
introduced the concept of twisted sectors to estimate h(_), and we showed
[P. Poggi-Corradini, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 348 (6) (1996), 25032518] how the
dynamics of the map , and some harmonic measure estimates allow one to com-
pletely characterize the case h(_)= in terms of twisted sectors. By further analyz-
ing this concept, we produce a new characterization of h(_) in terms of the
invariant sector-like regions that are contained in G=_(D). This different approach
also yields another proof of Bourdon and Shapiro’s lower bound mentioned above,
in our specific case.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a map _ : D  G, one-to-one and analytic, such that _(0)=0,
and suppose there exists * # D"[0] such that *G/G. One can then form
the function ,=_&1(*_) : D  D, one-to-one and analytic, such that
,(0)=0 and ,$(0)=*. Conversely, a classical Theorem of K#nigs [Kgs]
asserts that for every analytic map , of D into itself with ,(0)=0 and
,$(0){0, there exists a map _ defined on D such that _ b ,=*_ (Schro der’s
equation), where *=,$(0), and moreover if , is one-to-one, then _ is also
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one-to-one, thus ,=_&1(*_). For this reason, the pair (G, *) is called a
geometric model, and the map _ is the Ksnigs function of ,.
On the other hand, any analytic map , of D into itself, induces a linear
composition operator on H(D)=[ f analytic on D], given by the formula:
C,( f )= f b ,. In fact, C, is continuous on every Hardy space H p(D)=
[ f # H(U) : sup0<t<1 2?0 | f (te
i%)| p d%<], for 0< p<. It is also well-
known [CS] that when some power of C, is compact on the Hilbert space
H2(D), the associated K#nigs function _ is in p< H p. Note that H p(D)
decreases as p increases, so for each function f on D we call h( f )=
sup[ p>0: f # H p(D)] the Hardy number of f, and the Hardy class of f is
either (0, h( f )) or (0, h( f )].
These facts lead to the following questions:
(Q1) Given a geometric model (G, *), can you determine the Hardy
class of its K#nigs function _ in terms of the geometry of G?
(Q2) What is h(_) in terms of C,?
Question (Q1) was raised by Shapiro et al., in [SSS], who showed, in
the case when , is one-to-one, that _ # p< H p implies that G cannot
contain any twisted sector. In the same paper they also produced some par-
tial converses, and in [P-C] we showed that the converse holds in general:
_ # ,
p<
H p  G does not contain a twisted sector. (1.1)
Hence in [P-C] we asked, what operator theoretic property of C, is equiv-
alent to _ # p< H p (question (Q2)). In a more general setting, when ,
is not necessarily one-to-one, P. Bourdon and J. Shapiro have shown
(personal communication and [BS]) that, |*|=|,$(0)|>rp(C,) implies
_ # H p(D), where rp(C,) is the essential spectral radius of C, acting on
H p(D). This follows from general Fredholm theory because, by Schro der’s
equation, * is an eigenvalue of C, and _ is its associated eigenfunction.
Moreover, they prove that rp(C,)=r2(C,)2p, for all 1 p<, and
recently showed that rp(C,)r2(C,)2p, when 0< p<1 (when H p is not a
Banach space). Therefore, for 0< p<,
if |*| p2>r2(C,), then _ # H p(D). (1.2)
In particular, if r2(C,)=0, then _ # p< H p, so Bourdon and Shapiro
conjectured that _ # p< H p if and only if r2(C,)=0 and more generally
that for all 0< p<, |*| p2>r2(C,) if and only if _ # H p(D). In the
following we show that their conjecture is true when , is one-to-one, by
showing that _ # H p(D) implies |*| p2>r2(C,), for all 0< p<. There-
fore, r2(C,)=|*|h(_)2. As a corollary, the ‘‘no twisted sector’’ condition of
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G (see [P-C]) is equivalent to C, being a Riesz operator (see Section 2).
We then focus on question (Q1). To prove (1.1), in [P-C], we first showed
that iterating the action of multiplication by * on G yields a natural
invariant subset of G whose components are either wandering or periodic.
Then, we showed that G does not contain a twisted sector if and only if the
invariant set has no periodic components, and used an harmonic measure
estimate to show that the wandering components of the invariant set of G
have always infinite Hardy class, hence deduced that h(G)= by an
approximation argument, since G looks like the invariant set near infinity.
This leaves open the question of determining the Hardy class of G in the
case when the invariant set of G does contain some periodic components.
Thus, in the following we show that h(_) can be computed in terms of the
largest periodic component of the invariant set of G, as opposed to the
largest twisted sector contained in G. This new characterization of h(_) is
not only useful for estimating h(_) in terms of the geometry of G, but also
yields a different proof of Bourdon and Shapiro’s result (1.2) in the case
when , is one-to-one.
2. OVERVIEW
Recall that if T is a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H, i.e.
T # B(H), the essential norm &T&e of T is its distance in the operator norm
to the subspace K/B(H) of all compact operators on H (& }&e is the
quotient norm of B(H)K). So for instance if T is compact, then &T&e=0.
Also, T is called a Riesz operator if limn   &T n&1ne =0, and Riesz
operators have the same spectral properties as compact operators (see
[Dow]). More generally, the number r(T)=limn   &T n&1ne # [0, &T&e] is
called the essential spectral radius of T (the spectral radius of the projec-
tion of T in B(H)K).
In the case of a composition operator whose symbol , is one-to-one and
fixes the origin, we reinterpret J. Shapiro’s formula (see [Sh2]) for the
essential norm of C, in terms of the hyperbolic metric (see equations (5.1)
and (5.2) of Section 5). Therefore, r(C,) is a conformal invariant quantity
involving , and can be transfered to G=_(D), via the conformal map _.
Hence, r(C,) can be expressed uniquely in terms of G and *. The next step
is to express the Hardy class of G in terms of the hyperbolic metric.
If 0 is a simply connected region, we say 0 # H p if there is a Riemann
map  of D onto 0 such that  # H p(D). Any other Riemann map onto
0 is also in H p(D), and hence the Hardy number of 0 is well-defined by
setting h(0)=h(). The Hardy class can be computed easily when 0%=
[z # C : |arg(z)|<%2] is a straight sector of opening % # (0, 2?):
0% # H p  0< p<?%=h(0%).
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Now, let \0% be the hyperbolic metric on 0% (see Section 3) and let T0=
[z # C : |z|=1]. Observe that, for :>1, \0%(1, :T0)=\0%(1, :)=(?%) log :.
So, \0%(1, :T0)log :=?% for all :>1, and for any fixed z # 0% ,
\0%(z, :T0)
log :
=
?
%
+O \ 1log :+=h(0%)+O \
1
log :+ .
So for sectors their Hardy class can be computed using the hyperbolic
metric. Now, if 0 is an arbitrary simply connected region, suppose that
lim:   \0(z0 , :T0)log : exists for some z0 # 0, then by the triangle
inequality it exists at any other point z # 0 and it has always the same
value, which we call +(0).
Definition 2.1. We say that the simply connected region 0 is sector-
like if:
1. +(0)=lim:   \0(z, :T0)log : exists in (0, ] for some z # 0;
2. when +(0)<, then +(0)&\0(z, :T0)log :&Clog :, for
some constant C>0.
We call +(0) the hyperbolic stricture of 0.
In Section 3 (see Corollary 3.2), we show that if 0 is a sector-like region
and +(0) is its hyperbolic stricture, then
0 # H p  0< p<+(0)=h(0).
In Section 4 (see Theorem 4.1), we show that if (G, *) is a geometric model,
then G is sector-like, so h(G)=+(G). In Section 5 (see Theorem 5.1), we
show that r(C,)|*| +(G)2, so that
_ # H p(D) O |*| p2>r(C,),
which answers Bourdon and Shapiro’s question.
Now, recall that by subordination we always have h(0)h(0$), if
0$/0. So, if 0 contains a sector 0% , then h(0)?%. The notion of sector
was generalized in [SSS]: fix a curve # from 0 to  in C"[0], and fix
=>0, then S(#, =)=z # # [w # C : |w&z|<= |z|] is called a twisted sector.
Thereafter, [SSS] show that if 0 contains a twisted sector S(#, =), then
h(0)<. This was obtained by an estimate of the hyperbolic metric
\0(w0 , w), as w tends to infinity along #, which yields h(0)<C=, similarly
to the case of straight sectors. In [P-C] we showed that the converse holds
when (G, *) is a geometric model, i.e. if h(G)<, then G must contain a
twisted sector S(#, =). Furthermore, the proof of this fact yielded that G
must contain an invariant twisted sector, i.e. such that *K#=# for some
power K of *. Here the condition *G/G is key.
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This fact suggests studying invariant s.c. (simply connected) sets, i.e. sets
S such that &S=S, for some & # D"[0]. An invariant s.c. set S has an
‘‘axis,’’ like twisted sectors: there is a unique geodesic (in the hyperbolic
metric) 1/S connecting 0 to  such that &1=1 (see Remark 6.5). Also,
the quantity l(S)=\S(z, &z), for z # 1, is a well-defined constant, and
represents the step of the curve 1. For instance, considering the right half-
plane 0? as an invariant s.c. set for & # (0, 1), l(H)=log(&&1). For any
&-invariant s.c. set S the quantity l(S)log( |&|&1) represents the distortion
of S with respect to H, and equals ?% for the straight sector 0% . In Section
6.2, we then show that (see Theorem 6.6), if S is an invariant s.c. set for
& # D"[0], then S is sector-like and
h(S)=+(S)=
l(S)
log( |&|&1)
.
This formula makes it easy to estimate the Hardy number h(S) of
&-invariant s.c. sets, because it is enough to estimate l(S)=\S(z, &z) for
some point z on the axis 1, which can be done for example by using the
well-known Euclidean estimates of hyperbolic metric (see equations (6.9)
and (6.10)). Now, consider again a geometric model (G, *). Let S be the
family of all invariant s.c. sets that are invariant for some power of * and
are contained in G. Then, in Section 6.3 Theorem 6.10 we show that
h(G)=min
S # S
h(S).
This formula can be useful to estimate the Hardy class of G because when
creating examples of geometric models one usually draws an invariant s.c.
set first and then makes it into a geometric model.
With this description of the Hardy class of a geometric model (G, *) in
terms of the hyperbolic metric we then deduce (see Theorem 7.1) the lower
bound of r(C,) in terms of * and h(G) that was first obtained by Bourdon
and Shapiro (in a more general context):
r(C,)|*|+(G)2=|*|h(G)2.
Therefore, we can state the following result.
Theorem 2.2. If , is a one-to-one analytic map of D into D with
,(0)=0, let C, be the associated composition operator on H2(D) and r(C,)
be its essential spectral radius. Also let _ be the Kqnigs function of ,, so
that ,=_&1(*_) with *=,$(0), and set G=_(D). Let h(_)=sup[ p>0:
_ # H p(D)] be the Hardy number of _ and +(G)=lim:   \G(0, :T0)log :
the hyperbolic stricture of G. Finally, let S be the family of all invariant s.c.
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sets S that are invariant for some power of *, which are contained in G, and
let l(S) be their hyperbolic step. Then:
1. For 0< p<: _ # H p(D)  0< p<h(_)
2. r(C,)=|*|h(_)2
3. h(_)=+(G)=minS # S +(S)
4. If S is an invariant s.c. set for *K: +(S)=l (S)(K log |*|&1).
3. SECTOR-LIKE REGIONS
In the following, 0 is the image of D by a conformal map . We will
relate the Hardy class of 0 to the behavior, for : large, of the ratio
\0(z0 , :T0)log :, where z0=(0).
We first recall some basic facts about the hyperbolic metric that we will
need in the sequel. The hyperbolic metric for a, b # D, is
\D(a, b)=log
1+|(a&b)(1&b a)|
1&|(a&b)(1&b a)|
.
Note that \D is invariant under Moebius transformations. The hyperbolic
metric can therefore be defined on a simply connected domain 0 by trans-
ferring \D to 0 via a conformal map. It has the following monotonicity
property (by Schwarz’s Lemma):
\z1 , z2 # 0/0$, \0$(z1 , z2)\0(z1 , z2). (3.1)
We set \0(z1 , z2)=+ if either z1 or z2 does not belong to 0, and for a
set E, \0(z0 , E)=inf[\0(z0 , ‘) : ‘ # E].
Proposition 3.1. Suppose  maps D conformally onto 0 and let
z0=(0).
(a) If S=lim sup:  + \0(z0 , :T0)log :<, then:
1. S< p<+ O   H p(D)
2. :&1:S&\0(z0 , :T0)log : not integrable at infinity O   HS(D).
(b) Let I=lim inf:  + \0(z0 , :T0)log :. (We allow the case
I=+). Then, I12 and
0< p<I O  # H p(D).
Corollary 3.2. If 0 is sector-like (see Definition 2.1), then h(0)=
+(0), and 0 # H p if and only if 0< p<h(0).
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Proof of Corollary 3.2. The equality h(0)=+(0) follows from Proposi-
tion 3.1 (a) 1. and (b). The case p=h(0)< is handled by Proposition
3.1 (a) 2., since
:&1:+(0)&\0(z0 , :T0)log ::&1:&Clog :=:&1e&C,
which is not integrable as : tends to infinity. K
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We will denote by |(z, J, 0), the harmonic
measure at z, of the set cl(J) & cl(0), relative to the component of the
region 0"cl(J) that contains z.
In the following lemma we collected all the applications of Beurling’s
Projection Theorem that are needed in the proof.
Lemma 3.3. Assume  is a conformal map of D onto 0 such that (0)=
z0 . For all :>0, let E:=[‘ # D : |(‘)|>:] and F:=[w # D : |(w)|=:].
(i) There is a constant M0>1 such that for all :>|z0 |,
|(0, E: , D) 12 |(0, FM0: , D).
(ii) For :>|z0 |, we have
|(0, F: , D)
2
?
e&\0(z0 , :T0).
(iii) There is a constant C>0 such that for :>|z0 |,
|(0, F: , D)C:&12.
The proof of this lemma is postponed to the end of the proof of the
proposition.
Proof of (a): Recall that the conformal map  has radial limits almost
everywhere on D, and for p>0,
 # H p(D)  && pp =|
2?
0
|(ei%)| p d%<
(see [Dur] Thm. 2.11, p. 28). For all :>0, let E:=[‘ # D : |(‘)|>:].
Then, by Fubini’s Theorem
&& pp =p |

0
: p&1 |E: | d:=2?p |

0
: p&1|(0, E: , D) d:. (3.2)
Now, we would like to estimate &&p in terms of the harmonic measure
of the sets F:=[w # D : |(w)|=:], and hence in terms of \0(z0 , :T0).
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From Lemma 3.3 (i) and (ii), and equation (3.2), we obtain that, for
0< p<,
: p&1e&\0(z0 , :T0) not integrable at infinity O   H p(D). (3.3)
Now, suppose S=lim sup:  + \0(z0 , :T0)log :<. Then, since
: p&1e&\0(z0 , :T0)=:&1: p&\0(z0 , :T0)log :
the second part of (a) is proved. Moreover, if p=S+=, for some =>0, for
: sufficiently large,
p&
\0(z0 , :T0)
log :
0.
Therefore,   H p(D), by (3.3). Hence, the first part of (a) is also proved.
Proof of (b): Recall that every holomorphic function f # H p(D) obeys
the following growth restriction: | f (w)|Cp & f &p (1&|w| )1p, for w # D,
where Cp is a constant independent of f and w, see [Dur] Theorem 5.9.
For conformal maps the converse is also true: if f is univalent on D and
| f (w)|C(1&|w| )&q, for some constant C>0, then f # H p(D) for
0< p<1q. In fact, given a conformal map f on D with f (0)=0, for all
0<t<1 and all p>0,
|
2?
0
| f (tei%)| p d%2?p |
t
0
(max
|w|=r
| f (w)| ) p
dr
r
.
See Proposition 8.1 of [Pom] or Theorem 2.22 of [Dur2].
Thus, for 0<r<1, let M(r)=max|w|=r |(w)&z0 |. If M(r)<M0<,
then  is bounded, hence  # p< H p. So, assume M(r)   (M(r) is
increasing by the Maximum Principle). Let I=lim inf:  + \0(z0 , :T0)
log :. Another application of Beurling’s Projection Theorem tells us that
we always have I12, see Lemma 3.3 (ii) and (iii).
Assume first that I<. Fix 0<=<14, and choose :0>2 |z0 | such that
for all ::0 , \0(z0 , :T0)(I&=) log :. Now, find 0<r0<1 such that for
r0r<1, M(r)>:0+|z0 |, and choose w # D with |w|=r such that
|(w)&z0 |=M(r). Then
log
1+|w|
1&|w|
=\D(0, w)=\0(z0 , (w))\0(z0 , (M(r)&|z0 | ) T0)
(I&=) log(M(r)&|z0 | )
(I&=) log |M(r)|&(14) log(32).
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Thus, for all r0<r<1,
M(r)\ C1&r+
1(I&=)
,
for some constant C>0. Hence, by Theorem 8.2. of [Pom],  # H p(D) for
all 0< p<I&=. Since, = was arbitrarily fixed, we are done.
The same argument, in the case when I=+, shows that
 # p< H p. K
Proof of Lemma 3.3. In the following U=[z # C : |z|<1].
We first prove (i). Let :>|z0 |. If 0 & :T0=<, then either :U/0, in
which case |(0, E: , D)=1 and the inequality is trivial, or 0/:U, in
which case |(0, E: , D)=|(0, FM0: , D)=0 for all M0>1. So assume that
0 & :T0 {<, hence C"0 connects :T0 to infinity. Now, let L:=
[w # D : |(w, E: , D)12]. Then, by comparing boundary values,
|(0, E: , D) 12 |(0, L: , D).
For M>1 and w # FM: , let z=(w) # (M:T0) & 0. Then
|(w, E: , D)=|(z, 0"cl(:U), 0)
|(z, 0"cl(:U), 0"cl(:U)).
Now, apply the conformal map :‘, which sends 0"cl(:U) onto an open
set W/U, z into (:z) # (1M) T0 , and (C"0)"cl(:U) into a set A con-
necting 0 to U. Then, by Beurling’s Projection Theorem (see [Ahl] p. 43)
|(z, 0"cl(:U), 0"cl(:U))=|(:z, A, W )
| \& 1M , [0, 1), U+ .
Notice that when M tends to infinity |(&1M, [0, 1), U) tends to 1, so we
can choose M0>1 such that |(&1M0 , [0, 1), U)=12. Then, for all
w # FM0 : , |(w, E: , D)12, i.e. FM0 :/L: . Thus
|(0, E: , D) 12 |(0, FM0: , D)
for all :>|z0 |.
Now, let’s prove (ii). Let :>|z0 |. If 0 & :T0=<, then either :U/0,
in which case |(0, F: , D)=1 and the inequality is trivial, or 0/:U, in
which case |(0, F: , D)=0 and \0(z0 , :T0)=+, so the inequality also
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holds. Therefore, assume that 0 & :T0{<. Let F:*=[r>0: |w|=r for
some w # F:]=[r0 , 1). By Beurling’s Projection Theorem (see [Ahl] p. 43)
|0=|(0, F:*, D)|(0, F: , D).
Now, by computation (1&r0)(1+r0)=sin((?2) |0)(?2) |0 . Thus
\0(z0 , :T0)=\D(0, F:)=log
1+r0
1&r0
log
1
(?2) |0
.
Hence
|(0, F: , D)
2
?
e&\0(z0 , :T0).
Proof of (iii): Let :>|z0 |. Note that |(0, F: , D)|(z0 , :T0 , 0). Let
R0=inf[R>|z0 | : RT0"0{<]. Then, for :>R0 ,
|(z0 , :T0 , 0)|(&|z0 |:, [R0 :, 1), D)
2 \ |z0 |+R0:&(R0 |z0 |:)+
12
.
Hence
|(0, F: , D)C:&12
for some constant C>0 and for all :>|z0 |. K
4. GEOMETRIC MODELS ARE SECTOR-LIKE
In the following, let (G, *) be a geometric model, i.e. G is a conformal
image of D with 0 # G, and * is a complex number with 0<|*|<1, such
that *G/G.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose (G, *) is a geometric model. Then G is sector-like.
Corollary 4.2. Assume that (G, *) is a geometric model and _ is its
Kqnigs function. Let +(G) be the hyperbolic stricture of G. Then, for
0< p<,
_ # H p(D)  0< p<+(G).
In particular, h(_)=sup[ p>0: _ # H p(D)]=+(G).
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Proof of Corollary 4.2. This follows from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem
4.1. K
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Note that if G is sector-like, then aG is also
sector-like for all a # C"[0]. Therefore, we can assume without loss of
generality that 2cl(U)/G, where U=[z # C : |z|<1]. Now, fix ;2. Find
an integer N1 such that
(1|*| )N&1;<(1|*| )N.
Then, for all :>;, there is an integer H0 such that
;(1|*| )HN:<;(1|*| )(H+1) N.
Let Tn=[z # C : |z|=(1|*| )n] for all integers n, then
\G(0, :T0)
log :

1
log ;+(H+1) N log(1|*| )
:
H
h=0
\G(;T(h&1) N , ;ThN)

1
log ;+(H+1) N log(1|*| )
:
H
h=0
\*hNG(;T&N , ;T0)

(H+1) \G(;T&N , ;T0)
log ;+(H+1)(log ;+log(1|*| ))
.
Note that ;T&N /U/2U/G, therefore C0=supb # ;T&N \G(0, b) is a finite
constant. Letting : tend to infinity, H also tends to infinity, hence
lim inf
:  +
\G(0, :T0)
log :

\G(0, ;T0)&C0
log ;+log(1|*| )
. (4.1)
Now, let ; tend to infinity
lim inf
:  +
\G(0, :T0)
log :
lim sup
;  +
\G(0, ;T0)
log ;
.
So the limit exist, call it L. Moreover, if the limit is finite, from equation
(4.1) we have that for all ;>2,
L log ;&\G(0, ;T0)&L log(1|*| )&C0 .
Therefore,
L&
\G(0, ;T0)
log ;
&
C
log ;
for some constant C>0. K
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5. AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRAL RADIUS
Here, we use the fact that if (G, *) is a geometric model, then G is sector-
like, to bound the essential spectral radius of a composition operator with
univalent symbol in terms of the hyperbolic stricture of G. Recall that if T
is a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H, its essential norm &T&e
is the distance, in the operator norm, from T to the subspace of compact
operators. Then, the essential spectral radius of T is defined to be
r(T )=limn   &T n&1ne . To compute the essential norm of composition
operators acting on H 2(D), we will make use of J. Shapiro’s formula (see
[Sh2]):
&C, &&2e =lim inf
|w|  1
1&|,(w)|
1&|w|
. (5.1)
We will estimate the ratio on the right-hand side using the following fact
which is an easy consequence of the definition of the hyperbolic metric in
D. For all a, b # D,
1
2
e\D(0, b)&\D(0, a)
1&|a|
1&|b|
2e\D(0, b)&\D(0, a). (5.2)
Theorem 5.1. Let , be a one-to-one analytic map of D into D, with
,(0)=0. Let C, be the associated composition operator on H2(D) and let
r(C,) be the essential spectral radius of C,. Also, let (G, *) be the geometric
model representing ,, and let _ : D  G be the Kqnigs function. If
+(G) # (0, +] is the hyperbolic stricture of G, then
r(C,)|*|+(G)2. (5.3)
Corollary 5.2. With the notations of Theorem 5.1, for 0<p<,
_ # H p(D) O |*| p2>r(C,).
Proof of Corollary 5.2. If _ # H p(D), then 0< p<+(G), by Corollary 4.2.
Hence, r(C,)|*|+(G)2<|*| p2, by Theorem 5.1. K
The following corollary is a special case of Theorem 5.1.
Corollary 5.3. With the notations of Theorem 5.1, if +(G)=, then
C, is a Riesz operator, i.e. r(C,)=0.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Denote by ,n=, b } } } b , the n th iterate of
the map ,. Note that (C,)n=C,n for all integers n1. If &C,n0 &e=0, for
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some n0 , then &C,n &e=0, for all nn0 , and in this case the inequality is
trivially satisfied. So, assume that &C,n &e>0 for all n1, i.e. dn=
lim inf|w|  1(1&|,n(w)| )(1&|w| )< for all n1. Fix n1. Choose a
sequence [wm]/D such that |wm |  1 and (1&|,n(wm)| )(1&|wm | )  dn ,
as m tends to infinity. Note that dn< forces |,n(wm)|  1, as m  .
Now, let _ be the K#nigs eigenfunction of C,. Then _ maps D conformally
onto a region G such that *G/G, for *=,$(0). By (5.2), we need to
estimate \D(0, wm)&\D(0, ,n(wm))=\G(0, _(wm))&\G(0, _(,n(wm))). Let
zm=_(wm) # G, then *nzm=_(,n(wm)) # G. Assume, to simplify the nota-
tions, that _$(0)=9. We can do this because +(G)=+(cG) for all c{0. By
the Koebe 14-Theorem, we have 2cl(U)/G. Since |,n(wm)|  1, as
m  , *nzm  G, so we can assume that |*nzm |>2, for all m. Hence,
|zm |>2 |*|&n, for all m. Now fix m1. Since Tn=[z # C : |z|=|*| &n]
separates 0 from zm . There is a # Tn & G, such that
\G(0, zm)=\G(0, a)+\G(a, zm)
\G(0, Tn)+\*nG(*na, *nzm)
\G(0, Tn)+\G(*na, *nzm)
\G(0, Tn)+\G(0, *nzm)&\G(0, *na).
So, for all m1,
\D(0, wm)&\D(0, ,n(wm))\G(0, Tn)& sup
b # T0
\G(0, b).
Since 2cl(U)/G, C=supb # T0 \G(0, b)>0 is a constant depending only on
G. Thus, letting m tend to infinity, we obtain
dn(e&C2) e\G(0, Tn).
Therefore, by J. Shapiro’s formula
&C,n &
1n
e (e
&C2)&1(2n) e&\G(0, Tn)(2n).
Thus
r(C,)lim inf
n  
e&\G(0, Tn)(2n).
So, by Theorem 4.1 and the fact that
\G(0, Tn)
n
=log( |*| &1)
\G(0, |*|&n T0)
log( |*| &n)
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we obtain that
r(C,)e&log(1|*| ) +(G)2=|*| +(G)2.
Hence, (5.3) is proved. K
6. THE INVARIANT SUBSET OF G
We now want to compute the hyperbolic stricture of G in terms of an
invariant subset of G which is asymptotic to G at infinity. Iterating the
action of multiplication by * on G, we obtain a decreasing sequence of sets
*nG. Hence, it is natural to consider the open set V=int(n0 *nG)/G.
When V is non-empty, it has the following property: *V=V=*&1V (see
Lemma 3.2 of [P-C]). Hence, we call V the invariant subset of G. In some
sense G ‘‘looks like’’ the invariant subset V at infinity, modulo rescaling by
a power of *.
Now, recall that in general V is the union of at most countably many
open connected components V: , that for every component V: of V, *V: is
some other component V; of V, and that 0  V (see Lemma 3.2 of [P-C]
for the proof of these facts). In particular, the components of V are of two
kinds: either V: is wandering, i.e. *kV: & V:=< for all k # Z"[0]; or V: is
periodic, i.e. there exists an integer K1 such that *KV:=V: . In the latter
case, we call the smallest integer K1 such that multiplication by *K fixes
V: , the period of V: . Also, it’s easy to show that all the components
of V are simply connected, because G is. Hence, we make the following
definitions. Let W be a non-empty simply connected region such that
&nW & W=< for all n # Z"[0] and for some complex number & with
0<|&|<1. We say that W is a wandering s.c. (simply connected ) set for &.
Let S be a non-empty simply connected region such that &S=S=&&1S, for
some complex number & with 0<|&|<1. We say that S is an invariant s.c.
set for &.
In the next section, we will forget for a moment about (G, *), and
focus our attention on arbitrary simply connected regions that either are
wandering or remain fixed under multiplication by a complex number with
modulus strictly less than 1. In particular, we will show such regions are
sector-like.
6.1. Wandering Simply Connected Sets
Proposition 6.1. Let W be a wandering s.c. set for some & # D"[0]. For
all n # Z, we let Tn=[z # C: |z|=|&|&n]. Then, there is a constant C=
C( |&| )>0, depending only on |&| such that for all N, n # Z:
\W (TN , TN+n)Cn2.
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Corollary 6.2. If W is a wandering s.c. set for &, then there is z # W
such that
lim
:  +
\W (z, :T0)
log :
=+.
Therefore, the same is true for all z # W. Hence, W is sector-like and
+(W)=+.
Proof of Corollary 6.2. If W is bounded, the Corollary is clear. So,
assume W is unbounded. Choose N # Z such that TN & W{<. Then,
for z # TN & W and :>|&| &N, choose n0 such that |&| &(N+n)<:
|&|&(N+n+1), so that
\W (z, :T0)
log :

\W (TN , TN+n)
(N+n+1) log( |&| &1)
C$n
for some constant C$>0, independent of n. Letting : tend to infinity, we
obtain the claim. K
To prove Proposition 6.1, we need the following lemma which is a refor-
mulation of Proposition 3.4 of [P-C]. We denote by d0(E, F ) the extremal
distance between E and F in the region 0.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose W is a wandering s.c. set for & # D"[0]. Then, there
are constants C0=C0( |&| )>0 and C1=C1( |&| )>0, depending only on |&|,
such that for all N, n # Z,
dW (TN , TN+n)C0n2
and
sup
‘ # TN
|(‘, TN+n , W)e&C1n
2
.
Proof. We are going to give a sketch of the proof and refer to [P-C]
for the details. For m<n, let Wm, n=W & [z # C : |&|&m<|z|<|&|&n].
Then, if N # Z and n1, by the serial rule and using the Euclidean metric
dW (TN , TN+n) :
N+n&1
j=N
( |&| &1&1)2
Area(& jWj, j+1)

|&|&1&1
?( |&|&1+1)
n2.
Similarly, for n0. So, let C0=( |&|&1&1)(?( |&|&1+1)). To estimate the
harmonic measure, we first assume that W is analytic, N=0, T0 & W{<,
and n1. Fix ‘ # T0 & W. Let #/W & [z # C : |z|<1] be a curve con-
necting ‘ to W. Fix n1, and let d=dW"#(#, Tn) be the extremal distance
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between # and Tn in W. Then, by Theorem 3.3, Chap. 3 of [GM], or
[Car] p. 372,
|(‘, Tn , W)
8
?
e&?d.
Thus, |(‘, Tn , W)e&C1 n
2
, where C1=C1( |&| )>0. In the general case of
an arbitrary W, we approximate W with an increasing family of regions
with analytic boundary, and obtain the same estimate. A similar proof
works for arbitrary N # Z. K
Proof of Proposition 6.1. By Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 3.3 (ii), there is a
constant C1=C1( |&| )>0 such that for all n1,
sup
‘ # TN
e&\W(‘, Tn)e&C1 n2
So
\W (TN , TN+n)C1n2.
The same holds for n0. K
6.2. Invariant Simply Connected Sets
Lemma 6.4. Let S{C be a s.c. invariant set for some & # D"[0], i.e.
&S=S. Then there is a conformal map  of H=[z # C : Im(z)>0] onto S
and a real number 0<t<1 such that
&1(&(z))=tz. (6.1)
Remark. Consider the upper imaginary semi-axis L=[ yi : y>0]. Then
1=(L)/S is a curve connecting 0 to . Also, L is invariant under mul-
tiplication by t, hence 1 is invariant under multiplication by &. Moreover,
L is a geodesic for the hyperbolic metric on H, hence 1 is a geodesic for
the hyperbolic metric on S. We will call 1 the axis of the s.c. invariant set
S. Finally, note that for every point z0 # 1, z0=( y0 i) for some y0>0 and
\S(z0 , &&nz0)= :
n&1
j=0
\S(&& jz0 , &&( j+1)z0)=n\S(z0 , &&1z0)
=n\H( y0 i, t
&1y0 i)=n log(1t)
for all integers n. So, we set l (S)=\S(z, &&1z) | z # 1=log(1t), and call it
the step of 1. Note, as an aside, that the action of multiplication by & on
S projects S onto a Riemann surface A, homeomorphic to an annulus, and
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that 1 is mapped onto the core curve # of A, so that l (S) is precisely the
length of # in the hyperbolic metric on A.
Proof of Lemma 6.4. First notice that 0  S, because |&|<1, so that
choosing w  S, &nw is a sequence, in the complement of S, converging to
0. Now, let  be a Riemann map (analytic, one-to-one and onto) from
H=[z # C : Im(z)>0] to S. Pick z0 # S. Let #0 be a path in S connecting
z0 to &z0 . Then #=+n= & &
n#0 is a curve in S, such that cl(#) & S=
[0, ]. Hence, 1=&1(#) is a curve in H with exactly two end-points on
H, see [Pom] Proposition 2.14 p. 29. Precomposing  with a linear frac-
tional transformation we can assume that these two points are 0 and .
Then, by Lindelo f Theorem, limy  0 ( yi)=0 and limy  + ( yi)=.
Moreover, {=&1(&) is an automorphism of H that fixes 1, hence 0 and
. So, there is t>0 such that {(z)=tz. Since {n(z)=&1(&n(z)) tends to
0 as n tends to +, we must have 0<t<1. K
Theorem 6.6. Let S be an invariant s.c. set for some & # D"[0]. For all
n # Z, we let Tn=[z # C : |z|=|&| &n]. Let  and t # (0, 1) be given as in
Lemma 6.4, and let 1 be the axis of S. Then, there is N1 such that for all
nN
\S(T0 , Tn)
n
&log(1t)
&N log(1t)
n
.
Hence S is sector-like with hyperbolic stricture
+(S)=
log(1t)
log(1|&| )
=
\S(z, &&1z)
log( |&|&1)
<
for all z # 1.
Proof of Theorem 6.6. Define F0=&1(T0)/H. Then for all n # Z,
Fn=&1(Tn)=t&nF0 , and \S(T0 , Tn)=\H(F0 , Fn). We need to estimate
\H(F0 , Fn) below. Now, recall that the conformal map  has non-tangen-
tial limit almost everywhere on R, which cannot be constant on a set of
positive measure. So, we can find s>0, such that  has a finite non-zero
non-tangential limit at both s and &s. Let I0=[z # H: |z|=s], then || is
bounded away from 0 and  on I0 . So, we can find M1 such that
|&|M<||<|&|&M on I0 . Also, let Q0=[z # H: s<|z|<t&1s], and K=
cl(Q0) & [z # H : |&|M+1|(z)||&|&(M+1)].
Claim 6.7. If Fn & Q0 {<, then for all n # Z,
\H(Fn & Q0 , K)C(n
2&(M+1)2). (6.2)
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Also, for all n1 , n2 # Z,
\H(Fn1 & Q0 , Fn2 & Q0)C((n1&n2)
2&2(M+1)2). (6.3)
Proof of Claim 6.7. Note that W0=(Q0) is a wandering s.c. set for &.
Therefore, by Lemma 6.3, there is a constant C0=C0( |&| )>0 such that, for
all n # Z with |n|>M+1,
dW0(Tn & W0 , (TM+1 _ T&(M+1)) & W0)C0( |n|&(M+1))
2.
But, dW0(Tn & W0 , (TM+1 _ T&(M+1)) & W0)dQ0(Fn & Q0 , K), and by
the extension rule
dQ0(Fn & Q0 , K)dH( Fn & Q0 , K)
because every curve connecting K and Fn & Q0 in H must contain a curve
connecting K and Fn & Q0 in Q0 , since Q0 & H/K. Now note that for all
‘ # K there is a path #/K connecting ‘ to H. In fact, (‘) # W0 and
|&|M+1|(‘)||&|&(M+1). So, we can connect (‘) to a point ! # W0 by
an arc of [z # C : |z|=|(‘)|], since W0 is simply connected and 0  W0 .
Thus, we can connect ‘ to Q0 while remaining in K. Finally Q0 is con-
nected to H and Q0 & H/K. Then, by Theorem 3.3, Chap. 3 of [GM],
or [Car] p. 372,
|(‘, Fn & Q0 , H)
8
?
e &?dH"# (#, Fn & Q0)
8
?
e &?dH(K, Fn & Q0)e&C( |n|&(M+1))2.
So, by Lemma 3.3 (ii), for all ‘ # K,
\H(‘, Fn & Q0)C( |n|&(M+1))
2.
By changing C, we can assume that
\H(‘, Fn & Q0)C(n
2&(M+1)2)
for all n # Z, which proves (6.2).
Now, assume that n1 , n2 # Z. Then, either K separates Fn1 & Q0 from
Fn2 & Q0 in H, in which case
\H(Fn1 & Q0 , Fn2 & Q0)C(n
2
1+n
2
2&2(M+1)
2)
C((n1&n2)2&2(M+1)2).
Otherwise, K doesn’t separate. Then, either Fn1 & Q0 separates Fn2 & Q0
from H"Q0 , or vice versa. In both cases, one can repeat the extremal
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distance estimate done above, then use the extension rule and Lemma 6.3
to obtain
\H(Fn1 & Q0 , Fn2 & Q0)C(n1&n2)
2. K
Now, for all n # Z, let Qn=t&nQ0 . Fix j{k # Z. Then by (6.2),
\H(F0 & cl(Qj), Fn & cl(Qk))
\H(F0 & cl(Qj), t
& jK)+\H(cl(Qj), cl(Qk))+\H(t
&kK, Fn & cl(Qk))
\H(F& j & cl(Q0), K)+( |k& j |&1) log(1t)+\H(K, Fn&k & cl(Q0))
(Cj 2& j log(1t)&C(M+1)2)+(n&1) log(1t)
+(C(n&k)2&(n&k) log(1t)&C(M+1)2)
(n&1) log(1t)+2C ,
where C =minm # Z(Cm
2&m log(1t)&C(M+1)2).
If j=k, by (6.3),
\H(F0 & cl(Qj), Fn & cl(Qj))=\H(F& j & cl(Q0), Fn& j & cl(Q0))
C(n2&2(M+1)2).
So, there is N1 such that for all nN,
\H(F0 , Fn)= inf
j, k # Z
\H(F0 & cl(Qj), Fn & cl(Qk))(n&N) log(1t).
Therefore,
\S(T0 , Tn)
n
&log(1t)
&N log(1t)
n
. (6.4)
Moreover, let 1 be the axis of S as in Remark 6.5. Since 1 intersects T0 ,
let z0 # 1 & T0 . Then,
\S(T0 , Tn)\S(z0 , Tn)\S(z0 , &&nz0)=n log(1t). (6.5)
So, with (6.4), we obtain
lim
n  
\S(z0 , Tn)
n
=log(1t).
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Now, let z0 # T0 & S as above, and for :>1, choose n0 such that |&|&n
:<|&|&(n+1). Then, by (6.5) and (6.4),
(n&N) log(1t)
(n+1) log( |&|&1)

\S(z0 , :T0)
log :

(n+1) log(1t)
n log( |&|&1)
So, letting : tend to infinity, n also tends to infinity, and
lim
:  
\S(z0 , :T0)
log :
=
log(1t)
log( |&|&1)
.
Moreover,
log(1t)
log( |&|&1)
&
\S(z0 , :T0)
log :
&
log(1t)
n log( |&|&1)
&2
log(1t)
log :
So, S is sector-like. K
6.3. The Hyperbolic Stricture of G via Approximation
Lemma 6.8. Assume that V has at least one periodic component. Then,
all the periodic components of V have the same period K1.
Proof of Lemma 6.8. Let V1 and V2 be two distinct components of V
of period K1 and K2 respectively. For i=1, 2, let i be the Riemann map
from H onto Vi , as in Lemma 6.4. Let L=[ yi : y>0] and let 1i/Vi be
i (L). Then, 1i is a Jordan arc in Vi connecting 0 to , and divides Vi
into two components V+i =([z # H : Re(z)>0]) and V
&
i =([z # H :
Re(z)<0]). Thus, *KiV+i =V
+
i and likewise for V
&
i . Now, the union of 11
and 12 is a closed Jordan curve in the complex sphere, which must divide
C into two disjoint open regions 0 and 0$. The region 0 intersects Vi ,
i=1, 2. Therefore, for each i=1, 2, 0 contains either V+i or V
&
i . Similarly,
for 0$. Say that V+1 and V
&
2 are contained in 0.
Now, assume that (*K1V2) & V2=<. Notice that, (*K1V2) & V1=
*K1(V2 & V1)=<. Therefore, *K112 is contained either in 0 or in 0$.
Suppose that *K112/0. Then, 11 _ *K112 bounds an open subset 01
of 0 that contains V+1 and such that 01 & V2=<. Thus, since *
K10/
C"(11 _ *K112) and *K1V+1 =V
+
1 , we have *
K10=01/0. Then, for all
integers n1, *nK10/01 , hence *nK1V&2 & V2=<. But *
K1 K2V2=V2 , so
we obtained a contradiction. The same contradiction occurs if *K112/0$.
Therefore, *K1V2=V2 (see Lemma 3.2 of [P-C]), and hence K1=nK2 for
some integer n1, because K2 is the period of V2 . The same argument
interchanging V1 with V2 yields an integer m1 such that K2=mK1 .
Thus, K1=nmK1 , so nm=1, hence m=n=1. K
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Remark 6.9. Hence, if V has at least a periodic component and K1
is the common period of all periodic components of V, set &=*K, otherwise
set &=*. Then every component of V is either a wandering s.c. set or an
invariant s.c. set for &.
Theorem 6.10. Let (G, *) be a geometric model. Let V=int(n0 *nG)
be the invariant subset of G. Let [V:] be the connected components of V. Let
+(G) and +(V:) be their respective hyperbolic strictures. Then
+(G)=min
:
+(V:).
Corollary 6.11. Let (G, *) be a geometric model. Let S be the family
of all invariant s.c. sets that are invariant for some power of * and are con-
tained in G. Then
+(G)=min
S # S
+(S).
Proof of Corollary 6.11. Suppose S # S. Then S/G, so +(G)+(S).
Thus, +(G)infS # S +(S). The converse is clear if +(G)=. So, assume
+(G)<. Then, by Theorem 6.10, there is a component V: of the invariant
set V such that +(V:)=+(G)<. But, V: cannot be wandering by
Corollary 6.2. So, V: is an invariant s.c. set for some power of *, i.e. V: # S.
Thus, +(G)=+(V:)infS # S +(S). Therefore, +(G)=minS # S +(S). K
Remark 6.12. Let I be the family of all invariant s.c. sets (for any com-
plex number & # D"[0]) that are contained in G. Then, since S/I,
+(G) inf
S$ # I
+(S$)min
S # S
+(S).
Therefore, we also have +(G)=minS$ # I +(S$).
Proof of Theorem 6.10. If & is as in Remark 6.9, let Tn=[z # C :
|z|=|&|&n], for all n # Z. Note that +(aG)=+(G) for all a # C"[0]. So,
without loss of generality we can assume that T0/G. If we let C0=
supb # T0 \G(0, b)<, for all n1 and for every component V: of V,
\G(0, Tn)\G(T0 , Tn)+C0\V:(T0 , Tn)+C0
by the triangle inequality and the monotonicity property (3.1). Thus
+(G)= lim
n  
\G(0, Tn)
n log( |&| &1)
+(V:)
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because if V: is wandering then +(V:)=+, and if V: is periodic, then
V: & T0 {<, hence \V:(T0 , Tn)\V:(z0 , Tn) for some z0 # V: & T0 . So,
letting V: vary among all the components of V,
+(G)+0=inf
:
+(V:). (6.6)
Now, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.13. Let (G, *) be a geometric model. Let V be the invariant
subset of G, let [V:] be the components of V, and let & be as in Remark 6.9.
(i) For every fixed n1,
lim
m  
\& mG(T0 , Tn)=min
:
\V:(T0 , Tn).
(ii) Suppose +0=inf: +(V:)<. Then, there exists N01 such that,
for all nN0 ,
min
:
\V:(T0 , Tn)(n&N0) log( |&|
&1) +0 .
(iii) If +0=, then there is C>0 such that for all n1,
min
:
\V:(T0 , Tn)Cn
2.
The proof of this lemma is postponed to the end of the proof of the
Theorem. Continuing with the Proof of Theorem 6.10, assume first that
+0<. If N0 is given as in Lemma 6.13 (ii), fix an integer NN0 . Given
=>0, by Lemma 6.13 (i), there is H01 such that for all hH0
\& hNG(T0 , TN)min
:
\V:(T0 , TN)&=+0 log( |&|
&1)(N&N0)&=.
For nH0N, choose HH0 such that HNn<(H+1) N. Then
\G(0, Tn)
n

1
n
:
H&1
h=H0
\G(ThN , T(h+1) N)

1
(H+1) N
:
H&1
h=H0
\& hNG(T0 , TN)

H&H0
(H+1) N
((N&N0) +0 log( |&| &1)&=).
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So, letting n tend to infinity, H also tends to infinity, hence
+(G)= lim
n  
\G(0, Tn)
n log( |&| &1)

(N&N0) +0 log( |&| &1)&=
N log( |&| &1)
. (6.7)
Now, let = tend to 0. Then, letting N tend to infinity, we obtain that
+(G)+0 . Therefore by (6.6),
+(G)=+0 .
The same proof works for the case +0=, using Lemma 6.13 (iii) instead
of (ii).
The fact that +0=min: +(V:) follows from the next lemma.
Lemma 6.14. Let S be a s.c. invariant set for some & # D"[0]. Then, if
A0=[z # C: 1|z||&|&1],
\S(T0 , T1)
C
Area(S & A0)
,
where C=C( |&| )>0 is a constant depending only on |&|.
Proof. Fix z0 # S & T0 . By Lemma 3.3 (ii),
\S(z0 , |&|&1 T0)log \ 1|(z0 , |&|&1 T0 , S)+ .
Then, by Theorem 3.3, Chap. 3 of [GM], or [Car] p. 372,
|(z0 , |&|&1 T0 , S)
8
?
e&?dS(T0 , |&|&1 T0),
where dS(T0 , |&|&1 T0) denotes extremal distance. Hence, using the
Euclidean metric
dS(T0 , |&|&1 T0)
( |&| &1&1)2
Area(S & A0)
.
Therefore,
\S(T0 , T1)log(?8)+?
( |&| &1&1)2
Area(S & A0)
.
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So, since we always have \S(T0 , T1)(12) log |&&1|>0,
\S(T0 , T1)
C( |&| )
Area(S & A0)
,
where C( |&| )>0 is a constant depending only on |&|. K
Let’s deduce from this Lemma that +0=min: +(V:) . The only case that
matters is when +0<. Then, V must contain at least one periodic compo-
nent, and each periodic component V: of V is an invariant s.c. set for &. Let
A(V:)=Area(V: & [z # C : 1|z||&|&1]). Then
:
:
A(V:)?( |&|&2&1).
So, by Lemma 6.14, and given =>0, only finitely many periodic com-
ponents V: of V satisfy
+(V:)+0+=. K
It remains to prove Lemma 6.13. We first need to recall some known
estimates of hyperbolic distance. Recall that for a conformal map f defined
on U (see [Pom], Chapter 1, Corollary 1.4),
1
4 (1&|w|
2) | f $(w)|d( f (w), f (U))(1&|w| 2) | f $(w)| (\w # U). (6.8)
This estimate can be translated into an estimate of the hyperbolic metric in
terms of the Euclidean distance: if z1 , z2 are points in a simply connected
region 0,
1
2
inf |
#
|dz|
d(z, 0)
\0(z1 , z2)2 inf |
#
|dz|
d(z, 0)
, (6.9)
where the infimum is taken over all curves # connecting z1 to z2 in 0.
Finally, we mention the following useful estimate (see [GP], Lemma 2.1
and [SSS] Lemma 3.2): if z1 , z2 are points in a simply connected region
0, and L0(z1 , z2) is the Euclidean length of the hyperbolic geodesic con-
necting z1 to z2 in 0,
\0(z1 , z2)
1
2
log \1+ L0(z1 , z2)min(d(z1 , 0), d(z2 , 0))+ . (6.10)
Proof of Lemma 6.13. Proof of (i): Fix n1. Notice that, by the
monotonicity property (3.1), the sequence of numbers [\& mG(T0 , Tn)]m=0
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is increasing, and hence has a limit (finite or infinite). Moreover, we always
have
lim sup
m  
\& mG(T0 , Tn)\V:(T0 , Tn)
for every component V: of V. We need to show lim infm   \& mG(T0 , Tn)
\V0(T0 , Tn), for some component V0 . If lim infm   \& mG(T0 , Tn)=+,
we are done. So, assume lim infm   \&mG(T0 , Tn)<. For each m0,
choose ‘m # &mG & T0 and !m # &mG & Tn such that
\& mG(‘m , !m)=\&mG(T0 , Tn).
Pick a subsequence ‘mk tending to a point ‘ # T0 , such that the corre-
sponding subsequence !mk tends to a point ! # Tn , and \& mkG(‘mk , !mk)
tends to lim infm   \& mG(T0 , Tn). This can be done since T0 and Tn
are compact. Assume that either ‘ or ! does not belong to V, say
‘  V. Then, limk   d(‘mk , (&
mkG))=0, and by the estimate (6.10),
limk   \& mkG(‘mk , !mk)=, which is a contradiction. A similar argument
holds for !. So, assume that both ‘ and ! are in V. We claim that they must
belong to a same connected component of V. In fact, assume that they
belong to two different components. Since ‘, ! # V/&mG, for all m0, and
V is open, d(‘mk , (&
mkG)) and d(!mk , (&
mkG)) are bounded below by some
positive constant. For each k, there are geodesics #mk connecting ‘mk to !mk
in &mkG, and by (6.10), there is L< such that L& mkG(‘mk , !mk)L for
all k. Choose a point &k # #mk & (C"V). Since, the curves #mk stay inside a
bounded set, we can assume, by taking a subsequence, that &k tends to a
point & # C"V. Therefore, d(&k , (&mkG)) tends to 0 as k tends to infinity,
and by (6.10), limk   \& mkG(‘mk , !mk)=+, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, ‘ and ! belong to the same connected component V0 of V.
Now, notice that, by the triangle inequality,
lim
k  
\&mkG(‘, !)lim inf
m  
\& mG(T0 , Tn).
Claim 6.15. Let (G, *) be a geometric model and V the invariant subset
of G. Let V0 be a connected component of V and fix z0 , z1 # V0 . Then
lim
n  
\*nG(z0 , z1)=\V0(z0 , z1).
The Claim will complete the proof of Lemma 6.13, since then
\V0(T0 , Tn)\V0(‘, !)= lim
k  
\& mkG(‘, !)lim inf
m  
\&mG(T0 , Tn).
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Proof of Claim 6.15. By monotonicity, the above limit always exists
and we always have
lim
n  
\*nG(z0 , z1)\V0(z0 , z1).
So, it’s enough to show that limk   \*mkG(z0 , z1)\V0(z0 , z1), for some
subsequence [mk]. For each n, consider the Riemann map n of D onto
*nG, such that n(0)=z0 . Then, since *nG is a decreasing sequence of sets,
[n] is a normal family. So we can assume without loss of generality that
mk converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to an analytic function
, such that (0)=z0 . For all k, we have
0<\G(z0 , z1)\*mkG(z0 , z1)=\D(0, 
&1
mk (z1))\V0(z0 , z1)<.
So &1mk (z1) stays in some closed annulus [w # D : 0<r1|w|r2<1].
Assume, by taking a subsequence, that &1mk (z1) converges to a point w.
Then (w)=z1 , by normal convergence. Thus,  is not constant, and by
Hurwitz’s Theorem  is one-to-one. We claim that (D)/V0 . In fact, for
all j>k, mj (D)/mk(D). Hence, (D)/mk(D)=*
mkG, for all k, i.e.
(D)/V. But z0=(0) # V0 and (D) is connected, so (D)/V0 . Now,
by the monotonicity property (3.1)
\V0(z0 , z1)\(D)((0), z1)
=\D(0, 
&1(z1))
= lim
k  
\D(0, 
&1
k (z1))
= lim
k  
\*mkG(z0 , z1).
This completes the proof of the Claim and thus the proof of (i). K
Proof of (ii): Recall that A0=[z # C : 1|z||&|&1]. By Lemma 6.14,
for all but finitely many periodic components
\V:(T0 , Tn)n
C
Area(V: & A0)
>n+0 log(1|&| ) (6.11)
for all n1. By Theorem 6.6, for each periodic component V:j , j=1, ..., m,
which does not satisfy the second inequality of (6.11), we can choose Nj1
so that, for nNj ,
\V:j(T0 , Tn)+0 log(1|&| )(n&Nj).
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So, if N0=maxj Nj , for all nN0 ,
min
:
\V:(T0 , Tn)+0 log(1|&| )(n&N0).
Proof of (iii): Recall that every invariant s.c. set has finite hyperbolic
stricture. Therefore, +0= implies that every component of V (if any
exists) must be wandering. Now, apply Proposition 6.1. K
7. A LOWER BOUND FOR THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRAL RADIUS
Theorem 7.1. Let , be a one-to-one analytic map of D into D such that
,(0)=0. Let C, be the associated composition operator on H2(D) and r(C,)
the essential spectral radius of C, . Also, let (G, *) be the geometric model
representing ,, and let _ : D  G be the Kqnigs function. Then, if
+(G) # (0, +] is the hyperbolic stricture of G,
r(C,)|*|+(G)2. (7.1)
Proof of Theorem 7.1. If +(G)=+, we are done. So, assume
+(G)<+. Then, by Theorem 6.10, there is a component V0 of the
invariant subset V of G such that +(G)=+(V0)<. In particular, V0 must
be periodic, hence is an invariant s.c. set for some power K1 of *. Let 1
be the axis of V0 (see Remark 6.5), and choose z0 # 1. By Theorem 6.6,
+(V0)=\V0(z0 , *
&Kz0)log( |*|&K). Let zm=*&mKz0 # G, for all integers
m1, and let wm=_&1(zm) # D. Let j1. Then
\D(0, wm)&\D(0, ,jK (wm))= :
j&1
i=0
(\D(0, ,iK (wm))&\D(0, ,(i+1) K (wm))
= :
j&1
i=0
\G(0, *iKzm)&\G(0, *(i+1) Kzm))
 :
j&1
i=0
\G(zm&i&1 , zm&i)
 :
j&1
i=0
\V0(zm&i&1 , zm&i)
=j\V0(z0 , *
&Kz0).
Thus, by (5.2),
lim inf
|w|  1
1&|,jK (w)|
1&|w|
2e jK+(G) log(1|*| ),
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and by (5.1),
&C,jK &
1( jK)
e 2
&1(2jK)e&+(G) log(1|*| )2.
So, the essential spectral radius of C, satisfies
r(C,)|*|+(G)2. K
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